**CreaEther in vote at CryptalDash**

**CreaEther** is a new project created to disrupt the cryptocurrency community by enabling the creation and the trade of pre-built cryptocurrency projects. You can find more information on the CreaEther website: [https://ceth.store](https://ceth.store).

CreaEther is an ERC-20 Token based on the Ethereum blockchain. You can view its explorer link at Etherscan: [https://etherscan.io/token/0x3d166dd13dfdca66879bdd45dc224d07c8855c6](https://etherscan.io/token/0x3d166dd13dfdca66879bdd45dc224d07c8855c6).

The ticker for CreaEther is **CETH** and the token is available on the DEX and also listed on a few Exchange vote list sections. One of those exchanges is the emerging cryptocurrency exchange called CryptalDash.

CryptalDash is only list projects that support and promote a sustainable world in line with the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Our website: [https://ceth.store/](https://ceth.store/)
Our Twitter: [https://twitter.com/CreaEther](https://twitter.com/CreaEther)
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The **CryptalDash** Exchange is the world’s first integrated cryptocurrency exchange. It enables cross-market views and execution. You can trade within the Exchange or via integrated third party exchanges. Trading at CryptalDash means you always get the best price.

Website: [https://www.cryptaldash.com](https://www.cryptaldash.com)